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***

Epidemiologist  Dr  Paul  Elias  Alexander  is  a  former  assistant  professor  at  McMaster
University in evidence-based medicine and research methods. He’s also a former COVID
Pandemic evidence-synthesis consultant advisor to WHO-PAHO Washington, DC (2020) and
former senior  advisor  to  COVID Pandemic policy  in  Health  and Human Services  (HHS)
Washington, DC. He recently published an article for the Brownstone Institute with a list of
130 research studies regarding natural COVID immunity, pointing out,

“Public  health  officials  and  the  medical  establishment  with  the  help  of  the  politicized
media  are  misleading  the  public  with  assertions  that  the  COVID-19  shots  provide
greater  protection  than  natural  immunity.  CDC  Director  Rochelle  Walensky,  for
example, was deceptive in her October 2020 published LANCET statement that “there is
no evidence for lasting protective immunity to SARS-CoV-2 following natural infection”
and that “the consequence of waning immunity would present a risk to vulnerable
populations for the indefinite future.”

The Brownstone Institute

Unlike  the  short-term  protection  offered  by  the  vaccines,  the  protection  generated  by
infection has been shown to be both durable and broad. If governments hadn’t been so
hasty to get the vaccines out and had demanded six months of follow-up rather than two,
the Pfizer and AstraZeneca vaccines wouldn’t have been approved due to the severe decline
in efficacy over time.

Furthermore, COVID vaccines do not reduce transmission as pointed out by Alexander in
his article. I also provide several examples in an article I recently published here. This is not
a pandemic of the unvaccinated as politicians have claimed. The most vaccinated nation on
the planet  is  currently  experiencing  a  large outbreak,  and deaths  and hospitalizations
among the vaccinated are increasing.

In  fact,  of  the  top  five  counties  that  have  the  highest  percentage  of  population  fully
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vaccinated (99.9–84.3%), the US Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) identifies
four of them as “high” transmission counties.

According to Dr. Steven Pelech, a professor of immunology from the University of British
Columbia, Canada,

“This concept that the vaccine-induced immunity is superior in any way to natural
immunity  is  sheer  nonsense.  Anyone  who  says  this  should  consult  a  first-year
immunology textbook…We now know that these Covid vaccines that use the RNA or
that use the adenovirus for delivery, the immunity does not last. Even with double
booster shots in Israel we see that 90% of the people that are in hospital in Israel are
double-vaccinated.”

Why hasn’t government health policy acknowledged the power of natural immunity? With
COVID having a 99.97% survival rate for children, and a similar survival rate for healthy
people under the age of 70, why can’t people have the right to choose what goes inside
their body?

For some, the risk of injury from the vaccine itself may be greater than the risk of injury,
death,  and  hospitalization  from  COVID.  If  the  vaccine  does  a  poor  job  at  stopping
transmission, how is one protecting another by getting vaccinated?

Study  /  report  title,  author,  and  year  published  followed  by  their  predominant  finding  on
natural immunity

1) Necessity of COVID-19 vaccination in previously infected individuals, Shrestha, 2021

“Cumulative incidence of COVID-19 was examined among 52,238 employees in an American
healthcare system. The cumulative incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection remained almost zero
among previously infected unvaccinated subjects, previously infected subjects who were
vaccinated,  and previously  uninfected subjects  who were vaccinated,  compared with a
steady  increase  in  cumulative  incidence  among  previously  uninfected  subjects  who
remained unvaccinated. Not one of the 1359 previously infected subjects who remained
unvaccinated had a SARS-CoV-2 infection over the duration of the study. Individuals who
have had SARS-CoV-2 infection are unlikely to benefit from COVID-19 vaccination…”

2)  SARS-CoV-2-specific  T  cell  immunity  in  cases  of  COVID-19  and  SARS,  and  uninfected
controls,  Le  Bert,  2020

“Studied  T  cell  responses  against  the  structural  (nucleocapsid  (N)  protein)  and  non-
structural (NSP7 and NSP13 of ORF1) regions of SARS-CoV-2 in individuals convalescing from
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) (n = 36). In all of these individuals, we found CD4 and
CD8 T cells that recognized multiple regions of the N protein…showed that patients (n = 23)
who recovered from SARS possess long-lasting memory T cells that are reactive to the N
protein of SARS-CoV 17 years after the outbreak of SARS in 2003; these T cells displayed
robust cross-reactivity to the N protein of SARS-CoV-2.”

3)  Comparing  SARS-CoV-2  natural  immunity  to  vaccine-induced  immunity:  reinfections
versus breakthrough infections, Gazit, 2021

“A  retrospective  observational  study  comparing  three  groups:  (1)  SARS-CoV-2-naïve
individuals  who  received  a  two-dose  regimen  of  the  BioNTech/Pfizer  mRNA  BNT162b2
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vaccine,  (2)  previously  infected  individuals  who  have  not  been  vaccinated,  and  (3)
previously infected and single dose vaccinated individuals found para a 13 fold increased
risk of breakthrough Delta infections in double vaccinated persons, and a 27 fold increased
risk for symptomatic breakthrough infection in the double vaccinated relative to the natural
immunity recovered persons…the risk of hospitalization was 8 times higher in the double
vaccinated (para)…this analysis demonstrated that natural  immunity affords longer lasting
and stronger protection against infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization due to
the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2, compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced
immunity.”

4)  Highly  functional  virus-specific  cellular  immune  response  in  asymptomatic  SARS-CoV-2
infection, Le Bert, 2021

“Studied SARS-CoV-2–specific T cells in a cohort of asymptomatic (n = 85) and symptomatic
(n = 75) COVID-19 patients after seroconversion…thus, asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2–infected
individuals are not characterized by weak antiviral immunity; on the contrary, they mount a
highly functional virus-specific cellular immune response.”

5) Large-scale study of antibody titer decay following BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine or SARS-
CoV-2 infection, Israel, 2021

“A total of 2,653 individuals fully vaccinated by two doses of vaccine during the study period
and 4,361 convalescent patients were included. Higher SARS-CoV-2 IgG antibody titers were
observed  in  vaccinated  individuals  (median  1581 AU/mL IQR [533.8-5644.6])  after  the
second  vaccination,  than  in  convalescent  individuals  (median  355.3  AU/mL  IQR
[141.2-998.7]; p<0.001). In vaccinated subjects, antibody titers decreased by up to 40%
each  subsequent  month  while  in  convalescents  they  decreased  by  less  than  5% per
month…this  study  demonstrates  individuals  who  received  the  Pfizer-BioNTech  mRNA
vaccine  have  different  kinetics  of  antibody  levels  compared  to  patients  who  had  been
infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus, with higher initial levels but a much faster exponential
decrease in the first group”.

6) SARS-CoV-2 re-infection risk in Austria, Pilz, 2021

Researchers recorded “40 tentative re-infections in 14, 840 COVID-19 survivors of the first
wave (0.27%) and 253 581 infections in 8, 885, 640 individuals of the remaining general
population (2.85%) translating into an odds ratio (95% confidence interval) of 0.09 (0.07 to
0.13)…relatively low re-infection rate of SARS-CoV-2 in Austria. Protection against SARS-
CoV-2 after natural infection is comparable with the highest available estimates on vaccine
efficacies.” Additionally, hospitalization in only five out of 14,840 (0.03%) people and death
in one out of 14,840 (0.01%) (tentative re-infection).

7) mRNA vaccine-induced SARS-CoV-2-specific T cells recognize B.1.1.7 and B.1.351 variants
but  differ  in  longevity  and  homing  properties  depending  on  prior  infection  status,
Neidleman,  2021

“Spike-specific  T  cells  from  convalescent  vaccinees  differed  strikingly  from  those  of
infection-naïve  vaccinees,  with  phenotypic  features  suggesting  superior  long-term
persistence and ability to home to the respiratory tract including the nasopharynx. These
results provide reassurance that vaccine-elicited T cells respond robustly to the B.1.1.7 and
B.1.351 variants, confirm that convalescents may not need a second vaccine dose.”
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8) Good news: Mild COVID-19 induces lasting antibody protection, Bhandari, 2021

“Months after recovering from mild cases of COVID-19, people still have immune cells in
their body pumping out antibodies against the virus that causes COVID-19, according to a
study from researchers at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis. Such cells
could persist for a lifetime, churning out antibodies all the while. The findings, published May
24 in the journal Nature, suggest that mild cases of COVID-19 leave those infected with
lasting antibody protection and that repeated bouts of illness are likely to be uncommon.”

9) Robust neutralizing antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 infection persist for months, Wajnberg,
2021

“Neutralizing antibody titers against the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein persisted for at least 5
months after infection.  Although continued monitoring of  this cohort  will  be needed to
confirm the longevity and potency of  this response, these preliminary results suggest that
the chance of reinfection may be lower than is currently feared.”

10) Evolution of Antibody Immunity to SARS-CoV-2, Gaebler, 2020

“Concurrently,  neutralizing  activity  in  plasma  decreases  by  five-fold  in  pseudo-type  virus
assays.  In  contrast,  the  number  of  RBD-specific  memory  B  cells  is  unchanged.  Memory  B
cells display clonal turnover after 6.2 months, and the antibodies they express have greater
somatic hypermutation, increased potency and resistance to RBD mutations, indicative of
continued evolution of the humoral response…we conclude that the memory B cell response
to SARS-CoV-2 evolves between 1.3 and 6.2 months after infection in a manner that is
consistent with antigen persistence.”

11) Persistence of neutralizing antibodies a year after SARS-CoV-2 infection in humans,
Haveri, 2021

“Assessed the persistence of serum antibodies following WT SARS-CoV-2 infection at 8 and
13 months after diagnosis in 367 individuals…found that NAb against the WT virus persisted
in 89% and S-IgG in 97% of subjects for at least 13 months after infection.”

12) Quantifying the risk of SARS‐CoV‐2 reinfection over time, Murchu, 2021

“Eleven  large  cohort  studies  were  identified  that  estimated  the  risk  of  SARS‐CoV‐2
reinfection over time, including three that enrolled healthcare workers and two that enrolled
residents and staff of elderly care homes. Across studies, the total number of PCR‐positive
or antibody‐positive participants at baseline was 615,777, and the maximum duration of
follow‐up was more than 10 months in three studies. Reinfection was an uncommon event
(absolute rate 0%–1.1%), with no study reporting an increase in the risk of reinfection over
time.”

13) Natural immunity to covid is powerful. Policymakers seem afraid to say so, Makary, 2021

Makary  writes  “it’s  okay  to  have  an  incorrect  scientific  hypothesis.  But  when  new  data
proves it wrong, you have to adapt. Unfortunately, many elected leaders and public health
officials have held on far too long to the hypothesis that natural immunity offers unreliable
protection against covid-19 — a contention that is being rapidly debunked by science. More
than 15 studies have demonstrated the power of immunity acquired by previously having
the virus. A 700,000-person study from Israel two weeks ago found that those who had
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experienced prior infectionswere 27 times less likely to get a second symptomatic covid
infection  than  those  who  were  vaccinated.  This  affirmed  a  June  Cleveland  Clinic  study  of
health-care workers (who are often exposed to the virus), in which nonewho had previously
tested  positive  for  the  coronavirus  got  reinfected.  The  study  authors  concluded  that
“individuals  who  have  had  SARS-CoV-2  infection  are  unlikely  to  benefit  from  covid-19
vaccination.” And in May, a Washington University study found that even a mild covid
infection resulted in long-lasting immunity.”

14) SARS-CoV-2 elicits robust adaptive immune responses regardless of disease severity,
Nielsen, 2021

“203  recovered  SARS-CoV-2  infected  patients  in  Denmark  between  April  3rd  and  July

9th  2020, at least 14 days after COVID-19 symptom recovery… report broad serological
profiles  within  the  cohort,  detecting  antibody  binding  to  other  human  coronaviruses… the
viral  surface  spike  protein  was  identified  as  the  dominant  target  for  both  neutralizing

antibodies and CD8+ T-cell responses. Overall, the majority of patients had robust adaptive
immune responses, regardless of their disease severity.”

15) Protection of previous SARS-CoV-2 infection is similar to that of BNT162b2 vaccine
protection: A three-month nationwide experience from Israel, Goldberg, 2021

“Analyze an updated individual-level database of the entire population of Israel to assess
the  protection  efficacy  of  both  prior  infection  and  vaccination  in  preventing  subsequent
SARS-CoV-2 infection,  hospitalization with COVID-19,  severe disease,  and death due to
COVID-19… vaccination was highly effective with overall estimated efficacy for documented
infection of 92·8% (CI:[92·6, 93·0]); hospitalization 94·2% (CI:[93·6, 94·7]); severe illness
94·4% (CI:[93·6, 95·0]); and death 93·7% (CI:[92·5, 94·7]). Similarly, the overall estimated
level of protection from prior SARS-CoV-2 infection for documented infection is 94·8% (CI:
[94·4, 95·1]); hospitalization 94·1% (CI: [91·9, 95·7]); and severe illness 96·4% (CI: [92·5,
98·3])…results question the need to vaccinate previously-infected individuals.”

16)  Incidence  of  Severe  Acute  Respiratory  Syndrome  Coronavirus-2  infection  among
previously infected or vaccinated employees, Kojima, 2021

“Employees were divided into three groups: (1) SARS-CoV-2 naïve and unvaccinated, (2)
previous SARS-CoV-2 infection, and (3) vaccinated. Person-days were measured from the
date of  the employee first  test  and truncated at  the end of  the observation period.  SARS-
CoV-2  infection  was  defined  as  two  positive  SARS-CoV-2  PCR  tests  in  a  30-day
period… 4313, 254 and 739 employee records for groups 1, 2, and 3…previous SARS-CoV-2
infection and vaccination for SARS-CoV-2 were associated with decreased risk for infection
or re-infection with SARS-CoV-2 in a routinely screened workforce. The was no difference in
the  infection  incidence  between  vaccinated  individuals  and  individuals  with  previous
infection.”

17)  Having  SARS-CoV-2  once  confers  much  greater  immunity  than  a  vaccine—but
vaccination remains vital, Wadman, 2021

“Israelis who had an infection were more protected against the Delta coronavirus variant
than those who had an already highly effective COVID-19 vaccine…the newly released data
show people who once had a SARS-CoV-2 infection were much less likely  than never-
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infected, vaccinated people to get Delta, develop symptoms from it, or become hospitalized
with serious COVID-19.”

18) One-year sustained cellular and humoral immunities of COVID-19 convalescents, Zhang,
2021

“A  systematic  antigen-specific  immune  evaluation  in  101  COVID-19  convalescents;  SARS-
CoV-2-specific  IgG  antibodies,  and  also  NAb  can  persist  among  over  95%  COVID-19
convalescents from 6 months to 12 months after disease onset. At least 19/71 (26%) of
COVID-19 convalescents (double positive in ELISA and MCLIA) had detectable circulating IgM
antibody  against  SARS-CoV-2  at  12m post-disease  onset.  Notably,  the  percentages  of
convalescents with positive SARS-CoV-2-specific T-cell responses (at least one of the SARS-
CoV-2 antigen S1, S2, M and N protein) were 71/76 (93%) and 67/73 (92%) at 6m and 12m,
respectively.”

19)  Functional  SARS-CoV-2-Specific  Immune  Memory  Persists  after  Mild  COVID-19,  Rodda,
2021

“Recovered  individuals  developed  SARS-CoV-2-specific  immunoglobulin  (IgG)  antibodies,
neutralizing plasma, and memory B and memory T cells that persisted for at least 3 months.
Our  data  further  reveal  that  SARS-CoV-2-specific  IgG memory B cells  increased over  time.
Additionally, SARS-CoV-2-specific memory lymphocytes exhibited characteristics associated
with  potent  antiviral  function:  memory  T  cells  secreted  cytokines  and expanded upon
antigen re-encounter, whereas memory B cells expressed receptors capable of neutralizing
virus when expressed as monoclonal antibodies. Therefore, mild COVID-19 elicits memory
lymphocytes that persist and display functional hallmarks of antiviral immunity.”

20)  Discrete  Immune  Response  Signature  to  SARS-CoV-2  mRNA  Vaccination  Versus
Infection, Ivanova, 2021

“Performed multimodal single-cell sequencing on peripheral blood of patients with acute
COVID-19 and healthy volunteers before and after receiving the SARS-CoV-2 BNT162b2
mRNA  vaccine  to  compare  the  immune  responses  elicited  by  the  virus  and  by  this
vaccine…both  infection  and  vaccination  induced  robust  innate  and  adaptive  immune
responses, our analysis revealed significant qualitative differences between the two types of
immune challenges.  In  COVID-19 patients,  immune responses were characterized by a
highly  augmented  interferon  response  which  was  largely  absent  in  vaccine  recipients.
Increased interferon signaling likely contributed to the observed dramatic upregulation of
cytotoxic genes in the peripheral T cells and innate-like lymphocytes in patients but not in
immunized subjects. Analysis of B and T cell receptor repertoires revealed that while the
majority of clonal B and T cells in COVID-19 patients were effector cells, in vaccine recipients
clonally expanded cells were primarily circulating memory cells…we observed the presence
of cytotoxic CD4 T cells in COVID-19 patients that were largely absent in healthy volunteers
following  immunization.  While  hyper-activation  of  inflammatory  responses  and  cytotoxic
cells may contribute to immunopathology in severe illness, in mild and moderate disease,
these features are indicative of protective immune responses and resolution of infection.”

Click here to continue reading…

*
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